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My present invention relates to electrical mul 
tiple service tap devices, and has particular refer 
ence to a novel cube tap construction and a novel 
method of assembly of the parts thereof. 

It is the principal object of my invention to 
provide a cube tap having an integral one-piece 
resilient body. 

It is an additonal object of my invention to 
provide a cube tap in which the contact prongs 
may be assembled without use of screws or similar 
anchoring means. 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide a novel cube tap and a novel method for 
mounting the contact prong in the tap, and an 
choring the prong in the tap in electrical and 
mechanical interlocking engagement. . 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

a cube tap in which the slots are So arranged 
that all the outlets can be used simultaneously 
without interference from adjacent plugs or taps 
in the Wall receptacle. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a cube tap in which the body of the tap is shaped 
to eliminate danger of arcing. 

Still another object of my invention is to pro 
wide a cube tap which utilizes the resiliency of 
the rubber body to ensure the desired contact 
ing engagement of the cooperating prongs. 
With the above and other objects and advan 

tageous features in view, my invention consists 
of a novel arrangement of parts and a novel 
method of assembly more fully disclosed in the 
detailed description following, in conjunction 
with the accompanying dra Wings, and mole par 
ticularly defined in the claims appended hereto. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of a cube tap en 

bodying my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same; 
Fig. 3 is a top view of the same; 

. Fig. 4 is an enlarged section taken along line 
4-4 on Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged section taken along line 
5-5 on Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged section taken along line 
6-6 on Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged elevation, partly in Sec 
tion, of another form of my invention; 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of one of the verti 
cal contact prongs; 

Fig. 9 is a perspective view of one of the trans 
verse contact prongs; and 

Fig. 10 is a perspective view of one of the ver 
tical prongs for the form shown in Fig. 7. 
The present application constitutes an in 
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provement Over the type of multiple service tap 
shown in my Patent No. 2,210,215, dated August 
6, 1940. These multiple service taps, convention 
ally referred to as cube taps, are designed to pro 
wide three additional places for inserting elec 
trical Contact plugs into a wall receptacle. The 
taps are usually in Warious forms, one form for 
example having three contact portions and an 
exposed set of contact blades for insertion into 
the Wall receptacle, another form having three 
Contact portions and one side fixed to a length 
of COrd lead Wire, so that an extension plug is 
provided which can be plugged into the Wall and 
provides three outlets at a distance from the 
Wall receptacle. Furthermore, in the conven 
tional Cube tap, the Wertical and transverse 
blades are in the same plane, so that if two 
cube taps are in simultaneous use in a conven 
tional Wall receptacle, the lower contacting por 
tion of the upper tap and the upper contacting 
portion of the lower tap will be so close to each 
other that they could not be used. To eliminate 
this difficulty I have provided a novel construc 
tion of Cube tap in which the transverse and ver 
tical blades are in different planes, so that every 
outlet provided by the cube tap can be utilized 
no matter how close to another contact plug or 
cube tap it is placed in the wall receptacle. 
To this end I provide a cube tap to having a 

body portion which may be of any suitable 
material, but is preferably molded in one piece . 
of resilient rubber. The body portion com 
prises outlet portions 2, 3, 4 and 5, the outlet 
portions 2 and 4 being positioned transversely 
on opposite sides of the cube tap, and the outlet 
portions 3 and 5 being positioned vertically on 
opposite sides of the tap as shown in Figs, 1 to 3 
inclusive. 
The portions 2 and 4 are joined by trans 

verse flat slots 6 and 7 extending through the 
plug body in Spaced vertical parallel relation, 
as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The vertical por 
tions 3 and 5 are joined by flat slots 8 and 9 
in Spaced vertical parallel relation, extending 
through the plug body in a plane at right angles 
to the slots 6 and f as shown in Figs. 3 and 5. 
Referring to Fig. 4, the slots 6 and T are each 
provided, adjacent the surface of the plug body 

, With restricted slot exit portions 20, which 
are adapted to frictionally engage the inserted 
contact plugs and to act as a Snuffer against 
arcing when the contact plugs are withdrawn 
from the cube tap body. Each of the slots 5 
and 7 is provided adjacent its center portion 
with abutments 2 integral with the plug body 
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and extending inwardly transversely of the slots, 
and adapted to maintain the contact blades in 
proper position within the slots. The slot 6 is 
provided with recesses 22 adjacent each end of 
the slot and adapted to receive the ends of the 
contact blades and an intermediate recess 23, 
which extends towards and communicates with 
the vertical slot 9. Similarly, the slot is pro 
vided with recesses 24 adjacent each end adapted 
to receive the ends of the contact blade therein, 
and an intermediate recess 25 which extends to 
wards and communicates with the vertical slot 
8. 
Each of the slots 6 and 7 is provided With 

a contact blade 26 such as shown in Fig. 9." 
The contact blade 26 is provided with inturned 
ends 27 and an intermediate bent portion 28; 
which is bent in the same direction as the ends 
27 and approximately to the same depth. The 
bent portion 28 may be provided with oppositely 
disposed cut-out slots. 29. for a purpose herein 
after to be described. The contact blades 26.are 
positioned in the slots. f6, and 7 as shown in 
Fig. 4, with the abutments 2 in each slot main 
taining the blade against the opposite slot Wall 
with the ends 27 extending, into the recesses 22 
and 24, and the inwardly extending portions 28 
extending into the recesses 23 and. 25. By 
stamping the blades 26-in the manner shown in 
Fig. 9, the blades, for the slots 6 and are 
interchangeable. 
The vertical slots 8 and 9 are designed, in 

the form illustrated in Figs. 1 to 6 inclusive, to 
retain an elongated blade, which will protrude 
from the bottom end of the plug body, as shown : 
in Fig. 1, to form external contact portions to be 
inserted into conventional wall receptacles. The 
slots 8 and 9 are provided withi restricted exit 
portions 39 at their upper ends for frictionally 
engaging the inserted contact blades in a man- ; 
ner similar to the portions 20 in the slots 6 and 

, and to prevent arcing or short-circuiting. Ad 
jacent the upper ends of the slots, 8 and 9 
are recesses 3 adapted to receive a bent portion 
of the contact blade, and one edge Wall portion 
of the slot. 9 communicates with the portion 23 
in the slot 6, and the opposite edge Wall portion 
of the slot 8 communicates, with the portion 25 
in the slot. . 

Positioned in the slots 8 and 9 are contact 
blades 32, shown in Fig. 8. Each blade 32 con 
prises an outwardly extending contact portion 
33, which may be of the spring, blade type illus 
trated, in which a portion of the blade is reen 
trantly bent upon the face of the blade and 
arcuately shaped to provide a Spring action con 
tact. The upper ends 34 of the blades are offset, 
as shown in Fig. 8, and are provided adjacent 
one edge with struck-up. lugs or tangs 35, and the 
upper ends of the blades, are bent inwardly, as at 
36. When the blades. 32 are positioned in the 
slots 8 and 9, as shown in Figs. 5. and 6, the 
upper bent portions 36 enter into the recesses 3, 
the contact portions, 33 extend from the lower 
end of the slots, and the intermediate portions 
34 are so positioned that the struck-up. lugs. 35 
extend into the recesses 23 and 25 of the slots 6 
and T, the lugs 35 engaging the slots 29 in the 
blade 26 and locking therewith in mechanical and 
electrical engagement. 

It can thus be readily seen that the blades Will 
be locked in mechanical and electrical engage 
ment in the slots, with the edge of the blade in 
the slot 9 interlocking with the face of the blade 
in the slot 6, and the edge of the blade in the 
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2,318,484 
slot f8 interlocking with the face of the blade 
in the slot T. The upper offset portion of the 
blade 34 leaves room in the slot for the insertion 
of a conventional contact blade in alignment 
with the outer contact portion 33 Without distor 
tion. 
In assembly, the blades 26 are first inserted 

into the slots 6 and , either by hand or by 
other suitable means, and then the longer blades 
32 are pulled or pushed into the slots 8 and 9, 
either by hand or by machine until the blades 
interlock. 

It can thus be readily seen that when the Cube 
tap hereinabove described is pushed into a Con 
ventional wall receptacle the transverse Contact 
portions 2 and 4 will extend laterally from the 
wall receptacle, so that if a second cube tap or 
conventional contact plug is positioned in the 
same wall receptacle, the various cube tap open 
ings will be free from interference. 
The cube-tap of the present invention is simple 

in construction and easy...and economical to man 
ufacture and assemble, having a minimum num 
ber of parts. The body is made in one, integral 
construction of soft. rubber, and the various con 
tact blades are retained in position. Without the 
use of screws or other types of additional anchor 
grea.S. 
The construction hereinabove: described may 

readily be applied to other types of multiple pole. 
receptacles such as shown in Fig. 7, in which a 
cord lead wire may be substituted for, one of the 
Outlet. portions. In this form, the plug body, 37 
comprises... three outlet portions, 38, 39 and 40 
and a cord receiving portion 4. The portion 4 
is preferably conically, shaped and comprises a 
cord opening 42 and a recess 43, into which an 
integral baffle. 44 extends to divide the recess. 43 
into two separate channels diverging. towards 
the vertical slot portion. The blades 45, which 
extend into the vertical slot in this form are ill 
lustrated in Fig. 10. Each blade is similar to the 
blade 32 except that...it has no. extended contact 
portion, as shown in Figs. 7. and 10, and the lower 
ends are provided with cord receiving portions 
46 adapted to receive the end of an electrical 
cord connection, 47. If desired, the blades may 
be provided with contact portions extending from 
the plug, such as the blade 32, to provide a plug 
body having outwardly extending contact blades 
opposite the cord lead connection. 
The use of the above-described method of man 

ufacture and assembly thus provides a multiple 
Service tap With an integral one-piece body of re 
silient material, which is easy and economical to 
manufacture and assemble, the blades being 
firmly anchored in the various slots which are 
designed to eliminate danger of short-circuiting 
and arcing, and the tap being readily adapted to 
different types of multiple service tap forms. 
While in the illustrated forms, the blades are 
permanently anchored in the cube tap body by 
the interlocking action of the tangs or lugs 35 
and blades 26; however, if desired, additional lugs 
or tangs may be struck from the surface of the 
blades in a manner similar to the lugs 35 for im 
bedding into the body of the cube tap to provide 
additional anchoring means. Moreover, the use 
of a resilient tap body ensures a better contact 
ing engagement of the service plug, the entrance 
slot for the service prong being restricted to per 
mit the plug body to exert a resilient contacting 
and holding pressure on the contacting face of 
the tap prong, 
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While have described specific embodiments of 

my invention and a specific method for assem 
bly, it is obvious that these are merely illustra 
tive, and that changes in the size and shape of 
the parts, in the materials used for the parts, 
their relative arrangement, and in the assembly 
methods followed, may be made to Suit the re 
quirements for different cube tap designs, with 
out departing from the spirit and the scope of 
the invention as defined in the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. In a cube tap, a Cne-piece body of molded 

soft resilient material having a plurality of trans 
verse and vertical contact receiving slots, said 
vertical slots being in planes at right angles to 
Said transverse slots, each Vertical slot communi 
cating with a complementary transverse slot, said 
transverse slots having integral abutments ex 
tending from the Outer wall towards the inner 
Walls of Said slots, and contacts mounted within 
said slots, one face of each transverse contact be 
ing in electrical and mechanical engagement 
With One edge of a vertical contact through the 
communicating openings of said slots, said abut 
ments being adapted to maintain said transverse 
blades against the inner walls of said transverse 
slots. 

2. In a cube tap, a one-piece body of molded 
Soft resilient material having a plurality of trans 
verse and vertical contact receiving slots extend 
ing in Wardly from the surfaces thereof and 
through Said body, said vertical slots being in 
planes at right angles to said transverse slots, 
each vertical slot communicating with a com 
plementary transverse slot, said transverse slots 
having integral abutments extending from the 
outer Wall towards the inner walls of said slots, 
and contacts mounted within said slots, one face 
of each transverse contact being in electrical and 
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3. 
mechanical engagement with One edge of a ver 
tical contact through the communicating open 
ings of said slots, said abutments being adapted 
to maintain said transverse blades against the 
inner walls of said transverse slots. 

3. In a cube tap, a one-piece body of molded 
soft resilient material having a plurality of 
transverse and vertical contact receiving slots, 
said vertical slots being in planes at right angles 
to said transverse slots, each vertical slot Com 
municating with a complementary transverse 
slot, said transverse slots having integral abut 
ments extending from the outer Wall towards the 
inner walls of said slots, and contacts mounted 
Within said slots, one face of each transverse Con 
tact being in electrical and mechanical engage 
ment with one edge of a vertical contact through 
the communicating openings of said slots, one of 
said pairs of slots being formed to join to pro 
vide a cord receiving passage, and a pair of elec 
trical conducting wires extending into Said pas 
sage in electrical conducting engagement with 
one pair of said contacts, said abutments being 
adapted to maintain said transverse blades 
against the inner walls of said transverse slots. 

4. In a cube tap, a one-piece body of molded 
soft resilient material having a plurality of trans 
verse and vertical contact receiving slots, said 
vertical slots being in planes at right angles to 
said transverse slots, each vertical slot communi 
cating with a complementary transverse slot, and 
contacts mounted within said slots, one face of 
each transverse contact having recesses and One 
edge of each vertical contact having Spaced lugs, 
said lugs entering said recesses to lock Said con 
tacts in electrical and mechanical engagement 
through the communicating Openings of Said 
slotS. 

WILLIAM P. HERMAN. 


